March Madness Adult Book Tournament
Prediction Bracket

We chose 64 titles from our collection that had the highest circulation numbers in 2023. For 6 weeks, you’ll have the opportunity to vote for the books you think are the most deserving of the title, “March Madness Champion.” The books that have the most votes each week will advance until we have a winner! In the blank spaces on this form, make your predictions and write in the titles you think will advance to each round (this does not count as your votes). The person who most correctly predicts the bracket outcome will win a prize!

Return your completed predication bracket to the Library by Sunday, March 3, by dropping it off at the circulation desk, placing it in our drop box, or by emailing it to staff@marlborolibrary.org. Voting will begin on Tuesday, March 5. See marlborolibrary.org for more information.